I have done everything that has been suggested by my own indwelling consciousness. I have arrived at the high point of my awareness. I know for certain that I no longer need anything, I no longer need anything, I no longer want anything—however I enjoy everything I choose to enjoy. I am absolutely not controlled by any force outside of myself. I am master of my emotions and am controlled by the emotions and feeling upwelling from within me. I recognize that everything on the outer is but a reflection of who I am within myself. I am perfect so what I observe on the outer is perfect.

Having diligently and with great discipline conducted myself through this program of study I have arrived at this high point of illumination. I am now at the crucial trial of my understanding and testing point of my belief in myself and in the principles upon which I have been focusing my attention within myself—which have always been there.

This critical examination, this observation of who I now am, this observation and evaluation of where I have arrived, will now be put to the procedure of checking myself whether I indeed have stood the test of life and living and can prove or disprove to myself that the criterions upon which I have based my new understanding are sound or not.

How shall I test myself?
Is any test I give myself valid when I am the test and the tester?
Shall I measure myself in a series of exercises which are programed to measure my skills, my knowledge my intelligence, my capacities, my aptitudes and my positive illumination?

Hardly! Such a test would be only a fool's paradise.
The only examination I can now give to myself is the proof of whether I have actually applied what I have studied these past eleven months.
The initiation takes place within me and I am both the initiate and the initiator.
In some cultures rigid standards are prepared to prove that young men have arrived at the age of manhood. Special testing is given to the young aspirant for the practice of being a medicine man. Throughout the world today each culture tests their own to assure that those who are will be fully recognized and utilized by that culture.

However, my criteria comes from an entirely different center. I am in no way in competition with my fellowman. I am not preparing myself to serve my fellowman as a spiritual leader, medical practitioner, helper in any way whatsoever. I am preparing myself to be MYSELF ALONE!

This is the high road of mysticism which so many illumined souls have sought to tell us about, yet because they felt the necessity to describe what had happened to them and what they feel is the way, the pathway became obscured.

The mysticism advocates believe that direct knowledge and awareness of the spiritual truths, the ultimate reality, can be attained through subjective experience including intuition and insight. This awareness assures one of intuitive acquisition of ineffable knowledge and power.

Rather than calling it mysticism I call it awareness. It is something that happens when I take the time to know who and what I am and to be that which I am.

For me this is entirely an inside job. It is a path I must travel alone. The magnificent thing about all of this is that the "divine destiny" for me is the reality of who and what I am.

I am not creating myself into something which will serve humanity.
I am becoming aware that I already am that which I desire to be—I have been pretending that I am not that which I really am and can not be otherwise.

What is the examination for a spiritually illumined soul?
What is the test for a master consciousness?
What is the criteria for observing a being who has ascended into a higher awareness?
How do I observe myself to know that I have made it?

The Criteria

I want nothing . . . .

I need nothing . . . .

I have everything!

I enjoy everything!
I WANT NOTHING

So long as I WANT OR DESIRE anything from my life experience I have a longing and that longing means that I am not a fulfilled being. That desire means that until it is fulfilled I am not satisfied. It means that so long as I have anything which presses itself into my awareness as something which will make me happy, then I am not a master.

My master consciousness is one which is a winner in all experiences. Is there a game which I have not mastered?

That game could be a want or a desire for friendship. It may be a feeling that somewhere a relationship has not been rewarding and has not been satisfying to me. This desire to complete this relationship is a desire that longs to be fulfilled. As such it is a longing that until it is recognized and filled, it remains as an incompleteness in my being. A desire is the urge for something in my life which is not "life supporting" but which is emotional, physical and mentally fulfilling. It is a rewarding activity which gives me the feeling that I am happy. It is me responding to any stimuli outside of myself.

A fulfilled being ready for initiation into the inner depths of reality has not wants or desires.

However, this does not mean that I stop living. It does not mean that I do not conduct my daily living activities on an intelligent basis. It does not mean I abandon relationships with others and allow others to “walk over me”—quite the contrary. It means I am the master and no one could walk over me or trample on my emotions, my physical being or my mental self.

I do not create this happening. I create every circumstance of my life as fulfilled by me in me for me through me and as me. No one on the outside of my being can cause a longing in me, a desire to be fulfilled, for I am the fulfillment of all that I am. Hence, I long for nothing because I AM EVERYTHING.

I create an emotionally balanced beingness in me through my awareness that it is already there and as I concentrate on it and recognize that it IS already there, it is not then fulfilled from without, only from within myself.

I create a mentally magnificent beingness in me through my awareness that it is already there and as I "expect" it and recognize that it is that through which the one mind of the universe reacts and responds through and that it IS already there, it is not then fulfilled from without, only from within myself.

In this understanding I WANT NOTHING!

I NEED NOTHING

What kind of needs could I have?
Do I need to have clothing, food and shelter? Do I need to have air and water? Do I need to have things to make my life fulfilled? Do I need to have education? Do I need to have success? Do I need to have others in my world?

These needs seem quite obvious. I have been taught since childhood and through the eternal wisdom of mankind in "race consciousness" that these are my basic needs.

This is the same race consciousness, the thoughts of every man from the beginning of thought, teaching that man is a limited being expressing in a limited universe, experiencing limitation as his heritage and birthright. As I have believed so it has been for me. I am bound by the very things that I have allowed to bind me.

**Clothing—Food—Shelter**

A master consciousness has no need for clothing, food or shelter.

This sounds as though I had lost my marbles to say this about myself, however it is true. As I recognize that I am one as the spiritual reality I am, I am pure energy vibrating at a specific rate of vibration. And this rate of vibration is the evidence of who and what I am. Because I live in a continual pattern of change in my physical world, I am in fact changing my rate of vibration every moment of my life. In this change of vibration I outpicture in my life experience a different me from moment to moment.

One moment I am short, tall; fat, thin; healthy, unhealthy, weak, strong; wise, stupid; hungry, full; eager, lazy; and the list is endless. What makes this change? The physical body having needs or is it my thought about myself that creates the body and my affairs having any needs or wants at all?

I have read enough stories about how men have wanted to live in intolerable conditions of hot or cold, wet or dry, food or no food, water or no water, all measures of the elements coming to play on the physical body. And, because the consciousness dwelling in the physical body took charge of the mental atmosphere, the physical atmosphere that surrounded the mental/physical body made no difference in that mental/physical experience.

When I wear clothing or do not wear clothing because I enjoy it, then I am master. When I wear clothing or do not wear clothing to protect myself from the atmosphere about me, either a mental or physical atmosphere, then the atmosphere and the clothing "own" and "possess" me and I am not master.

I initiate myself into my reality by not so much testing myself but being master of every experience that comes into my life. If I begin to feel cold, I tell myself I am warm. If I am hungry, I tell myself I am satisfied. If I feel that the weather about me is uncomfortable and I would seek shelter, I tell myself that I am master of my universe and dwell in the purity and perfection which I am here and now in the experience in which I find myself.
Though this may not be successful the first try, it is my choice and responsibility to demonstrate the principle my life proving to MYSELF ALONE that I am master!

**Air—Water**

Whether I may like it or not I will breathe air and drink water so long as I am in this physical body, maybe!
This is what I have been taught—not the maybe!
What is the truth for a master?

A master has created his own body according to his taste for himself. It does not matter what form it takes, tall or short, fat or slim, muscular or normal, healthy or sick—it is totally what he chooses to have. And from time to time the master changes his body. All of mankind does this but not consciously as a master does. Many times a master chooses to take on a body that is "normal" for living with those about him so that he will not appear too different from his peers. This is not the reality, however it is the outpicturing that his world sees, by his choice.

Seldom does a master choose to play the games of life with other masters. He chooses to give himself the most limiting circumstances possible to demonstrate himself master of appearances, of the illusions which seem so real, of the race consciousness which he has chooses to live within for a time. However:

**THE MASTER KNOWS**

**HE IS NOT BOUND**

**BY ANY OF THE**

**APPARENT ILLUSIONS**

**IN WHICH HE DWELLS.**

Man must breathe air.

Man must breathe the atmosphere as it is on Earth . . .
. . . unless he is in the mountains and has trained his lungs to breathe the inner air for which he has trained himself to breathe thinner or no air . . .
. . . unless he is aware that he does not have to breathe air!
I have been programmed to believe that I must breathe, and breathe I do, since I have been so programed. Now I begin a new plan of programing for myself recognizing that I can breathe or not as I choose. I may swim the ocean depths and climb the mountain tops, I may land in the vacuum of the Moon or Mars or wander in "outer space" and live in this perfect physical body functioning on what I manufacture out of my consciousness for it wherever I may be. I am master. As master I create my own atmosphere, my own air and breathe as I choose to breathe.

This is the possibility. This only difference between the possibility and the experience is one who has mastered doing it. I am such a master.

My body is made up basically of water. I am told I must have water or my body will cease to exist. Right now in this time some who have chosen to live without water have done so and have been observed by scientists whose chagrin is soundless saying it cannot be so, it is! A miracle! Indeed, it is a miracle. For the one practicing such talent has chosen to express their unlimited unbounded nature and be total master of themselves and their universe.

Can I do it? Do I want to do it? Now that is the question! Do I want to do it?

When I choose to do it, I have all of the ability within me to do it. It is a matter of changing my thinking and hence changing my experience.

It may not be something that I want to do. I may not want to train myself to walk on fire, the ability to do it lies resident in me if I so choose to exercise the principle. So too the principle lies resident in me to live without water or air should I choose to exercise it.

**Things**

Are things important to me?

By looking at the things that are important to me I can readily see where I am in consciousness. I can see where I am on the road to the full expression of my reality.

In my initiation into my purity of consciousness so that I arrive at that high level of awareness I must be overseer of all of my life in all of its avenues of expression. As I do this I become noticeably alert to what still has a hold on me in my thinking.

There was a time that I was gadget happy. I wanted to own every possible gadget on the market and after purchasing them I soon tired of the "toy" and
relegated them to the pile of unnecessary items which cluttered up my life. At the same time I was absolutely unable to release any of them and give or throw them away relegating them to the worthless stack to which they belonged. This was a childish time in my life.

I saw so many other "savers" in the world. They save string, clothing, books and magazines, children's toys which are now only memories—and perhaps that is what saving is, a relic that no longer serves any purpose except to remind us of a time gone past.

Basically all things are relics of a time gone past.

In my work selling real estate many people would say to me they wanted to sell their house or property so they could buy something else. I worked with them and turned them over and over in "their" consciousness. I asked them again and again what it is "they wanted to enjoy" and not what they had to get rid of. If I bind myself by what I want to get rid of rather than what I direct my thinking to, I am bound by the relic, the white elephant, rather than the dream that lies unfulfilled in my heart. So in turning the seller-buyer into only a buyer. They were able to create in their thinking the dream home of their choice and experience it. So long as they pictured themselves in the old home, they still owned it and there was no "hope" of selling it.

For me, as a spiritual master, holding onto things or desiring things keeps me from entering into the new life, the new consciousness which is so important to me.

It does not matter what the things are, if they "own" me because I want them or feel that I have to have them, or having them I feel that I cannot afford to lose them—no growth takes place in my spiritual mastership.

This includes my mother and father, my family or friends, my loved ones whomever they may be. If I want to be with them forevermore, in my consciousness their presence owns me. I created them in my world as someone to love and to release. Should I continue to hold onto them as I do some things, I am owned by their "presence"—certainly not by their beingness. For they too are free spirits unbridled by me or anyone or anything else. So it is with masters.

In this awareness I release all things from my thinking. I love them. I enjoy them. I use them. I have them whenever I so choose. However, "they do not own me" and "I do not own them" even if I hold "title" to them in my very own hand.

Education

I loved education.
I spent many years of my life fulfilling my education. I achieved great goals and gathered about me many recognitions. I learned in the physical schools of life high levels of attainment, and yet . . .

. . . . . . .when I began specifically to walk my spiritual path and to listen to the infinite wisdom that dwells within me, all that I had learned in school, all of the education that was "taught" to me by the great teachers of the great institutions of the world had to be forgotten.

Each teacher could teach me from their level of understanding. Each great professor or learned doctor of the sciences and humanities, philosophy and psychology, arts and crafts, could tell me what they had read and studied. They could tell me how they applied the great wisdom which they had learned. They could tell me of how it had affected and effected itself upon them. Seldom was it something which was "new" and "unique", seldom was it something which was inspirational and intuitional. Yes, there are some teachers who teach through inspiration and intuition and these are the master teachers of life. They are not to be found in the halls of the great institutions. These teachers who teach from the fountain of all knowledge within themselves are not to be found providing degrees and certificates for their students. These great and profound beings are found on the byways of life, the backroads of the universe. For in the mainstream of life they are "misfits" and are not accepted in the commerce of daily life.

Intelligently I might ask why I am speaking in the pages of this book, why this course, why these lectures, why do I walk the pathway of life parading my previous educational background and promoting certification for those who take the course which I am hereby teaching being as from myself?

In taking this course, in reading these words, in listening to these ideas I seek to release myself from any desire for accreditation, from acclamation from my fellowman and adulation from the world in which I live. Though when I am done with this study I may hold forth my certificate and say that I hold this recognition that is of little, if any, consequence.

What truly matters to me is that I recognize that I am a master. What truly matters to me is that I recognize that all of the recognitions that I have are as nothing if I have not proven myself in my own life that I am master over myself. I am master over needs, wants, desires, loves, experiences. I am absolutely free.

TRUE, I ENJOY THEM!

TRUE, I PARTICIPATE IN THEM EAGERLY!

TRUE, I FLOW WITH MYSELF AND MY WORLD WITH ABSOLUTELY UNINHIBITED HAPPINESS!

TRUE, I DO NOT NEED OR WANT IT, BUT I LOVE IT!
Herein lies the difference. No THING owns me. No thing has any ability to make me happy or sad. No thing by my having it can add one tiny joy to my livingness.

**I create everything in my life by my attention to it.**
I do not create things out of my life.
I create things in my life by my thought about them. It is not a thought of a need or want, it is just a joyous thought of participating in the experience of the thing thought about.

Many times people do not understand me. They see me doing things which appear to others that I need and want the experience. This is so far from the truth. I think about it and it happens in my world.

Many say to me that I should have more money, more things, more clothing, more houses and lands, more objects with which to clutter my life. They ask me why I do NOT have these things THEY consider important.

My response to anyone in my world is: **I have everything that I enjoy in my life and I enjoy everything that I have in my life.**

This is not a cop out, or an excuse for no having something in my life. It is the reality, it is the fact.

I think about travel and I travel. I think about love and I am loved. I think about things and they appear in my world for me to use. I think about food and it appears before me for me to enjoy. I think about operas, concerts, theater, entertainment and each floods into my experience completely paid for and available to "my choice’. I think about people and they magically appear in my world fulfilling whatever it is that I think about them. I think about activities and I am the happy participant in any and all of them according to my choice for myself.

**Truly, I need nothing, I want nothing, I have everything and I enjoy everything.**

This requires a new direction to my education.

I have a dream that one day I will have twelve tiny children, perhaps even test tube babies, that are gestated in the most ideal circumstances. Where the mother or parents each growing embryo know that it is the master of its world, that it is absolutely perfect, that it is being born with a faultless flawless body, that it is one with the total consciousness of the universal allness, that it knows all things, that it has infinite power, that it is a spiritual giant, that it is the creative power of the universe and it expresses that entirely in its forthcoming expression on this planet Earth.

These children would be born into greatness, into the genius of who and what they really are. They would then be the "model" or "archetype" and example for the citizens of the world of what "can" take place once the right programing is
implanted into the BRAIN which is the body and acceptor of the thinking system from the universal.

This is the education that I now give to myself.

I now teach myself that my brain is clear and open to the awareness of its infinite beingness. I now teach myself that I am the illimitable consciousness of all and my expression is measureless right now. This philosophical realism when thought about comes into expression in my life. It takes nothing more than my thought to bring it into my life as an illusion or appearance. I make the choice of which illusion or appearance. I am to experience.

All illusions and appearances are good! Each is what I have chosen to experience. However, now, wisely, I choose to experience those exciting, dynamic fantastic thoughts which reproduce themselves in my daily life.

I have been doing this. Now I educate myself to do it to my absolute benefit.

Success

Success has been measured in what the world about me thinks is worthy. Cars, houses, family, money, health, reputation and things.

Success is thought of as the outcome or result (not as beneficial or non beneficial, merely outcome or result) and as the favorable termination of a venture.

And venture is known to be "fortune or chance, involving a risk or hazard".

What do I believe success is: For me success is the achievement of whatever it is that I think about. It involves no fortune, chance, risk or hazard. It is the definite use of the law of Cause and Effect which states that for every cause placed into thought an effect equal to it must manifest. This law is irreducible. It only works as it works. It cannot be used in any other manner than it is designed to be used. It can only bring forth what is placed into it. It can only manifest that upon which it is applied.

Success is the outcome or result and the law of Cause and Effect is that which produces an outcome or result. So the law of Cause and Effect is the law of Success. The law of Cause and Effect is the law of Outcome or the law of Results. Whatever I think into my brain as a cause must come forth as an outcome or as a result by the action of the law.

Continually I have been told as I was being educated that I must work hard and that I must study hard and that the things that I was studying are difficult. I was told that the things that I was learning were not at all easy. Yet I could see so many "ignorant" young people who found learning easy. They did not know that it was difficult. They did not have to read the books, they did not have to listen in class, they could dawdle away their time while in school and were amazingly proficient in the examinations to the great chagrin of their teachers, their parents and their peers.
To those of us who studied hard, listened carefully, who worked diligently in our homework, these unworthy fellows were not fair, they were not playing the game by the rules which we had been taught.

Would that these free thinkers, these uninhibited ones had been our "teachers" and taught us to free our thinking and be aware of the "great teacher" which dwelt within each of us. But alas that was not to be at that time.

Many would say that these fortunate ones were born wise.

Perhaps so, perhaps not. In any event they listened to a different drummer, to a different drum beat, and they enjoyed a freedom most of us had not followed.

In the same light, many times these easy-learners failed to learn discipline. And if a study were to be made it would be found that most of them were told by their society that they could not have it so easy and in jealously over their innate talent they were given to think that they were useless. Thinking about it deeper, quite likely they are living a more fruitful life following the inner teacher following the inner leading which society does not understand.

With my twelve children being taught they are genii and the expectation that they are genii—this very action on my part will bring into their lives the very innate awareness which they are and their lives will be totally free.

Why have not the great philosophical minds of the universe taught this principle?

The fact is that this principle has been taught. It is found in every great philosophy, in every founding religious system, in every monumental learning center—it is not new. The thing that causes the confusion is the definition I have learned of what success is. Because I have lived with the faulty definition and faulty expectation, because I have been taught I must work hard, because I have been taught that I must do that which is acceptable to those in my world, I have lost sight of the GREAT PHILOSOPHY!

Today I return my sights to the GREAT PHILOSOPHY and in returning my sights to my real self, to the great teacher that indwells me and every being, I find the new direction for my life and life is beautiful, fulfilling and rewarding.

I have just embarked on my real education, on my real success, and on this journey to the great sage within me that I find that instead of doors closing before me, there is one door and within me that is now open wide and I am the spiritual master of my life, of my world, of my self!

I need nothing, I want nothing, I have everything and I enjoy everything.

EXERCISE:

For 30 days I affirm the following statements and set forth a new life for myself.
I NEED NOTHING, I WANT NOTHING, I HAVE EVERYTHING AND I ENJOY EVERYTHING I CHOOSE TO ENJOY!

I am master of my consciousness. Every thought that I think is thought from the GREAT GENIUS resident within me right now.

There is one mind in this universe. I am that one mind. My brain is the clear responsive receptor of the allness of the one mind in me right now and forever more.

I love me. I am wonderful person. I have a perfect body, I have a perfect mind, I have perfect spiritual awareness of my divine reality. Every thought I think instantly manifests in my world of appearances now.

WHERE DO I GO FROM HERE

As I put all of these noble ideas into motion in my life, where I go from here? Will my world be a lot of noble ideas put into motion and no results? Will all of the world look at me and because of my new philosophical thoughts, think I am without good sense?

Where I go from here depends upon what I answer to these three questions.

I am now putting good ideas into motion. The good ideas were always there. They were always complete and fulfilled. It is only I who had not recognized that they are already manifest in my life. With my new vision, I see that it was always so, will always be so and naturally is now so.

No results? I have already seen magnificent results during this past twelve months. The changes that have taken place are beyond counting. However, count them I will, for it is in recognizing that the results HAVE taken place that I am continuously encouraged to move further forward on my pathway of my magnificence. The results are unlimited.

Will all the world look at me and think I am without good sense? Quite likely this will be all too emphatically true.

The world will always judge me by its standards. Its standards are position, power, and wealth. These are the criteria of success for the world.

However as a master I do not seek or desire control over others that position brings with it. I turn the control of another back to themselves as I have turned it back to myself for myself. As a master I have the greatest power ever in me and I use it for my life and not for the consciousness of another. For me power over another being is something I have always had. For I created all in my awareness according to the pattern of my own consciousness. I have absolute power over all
because I may create new at any moment and a new world evolves for me over which I have absolute power.

I am perfect wealth. Whatsoever I desire for myself I have, have always had and will always have, regardless of economic conditions that are apparent in the world about me. I create from the wealth within me whatever it is whenever it is however it is that I choose to have it and use it.

However a new breed of beings is emerging from the long line of illustrious power mongers. This new breed value good relationships, good health and community respect as measures of success along with things. The world is indeed the reflection of men of good will, men of good purpose, men of inspiration and enthusiasm from within themselves. I believe that it is and so it is for me. It is totally done unto me according to my belief about myself.

Where do I go from here?

From here I play the game of life by the rules which I now understand that I direct and control it.

In preparation for the first step of initiation I understand that there are only three steps and I listen carefully as they are spelled out for me. The three steps are to think right, to speak right and to act right. This is the fulfilled life of a master fully initiated into the reality of all. There are no other steps and no other conditions. These are quite enough!

I THINK RIGHT, I SPEAK RIGHT. I ACT RIGHT, I AM FULFILLED!

I THINK RIGHT, I SPEAK RIGHT, I ACT RIGHT, I AM FULFILLED!
I THINK RIGHT, I SPEAK RIGHT, I ACT RIGHT, I AM FULFILLED!

Based upon these three criteria my individual life is a perfect reflection of the magnificent being within me. All the power that there is in the universe dwells in me. I am as an unsplit atom awaiting to express. I am as an atom that has been prepared to be a fountain of its eternal energies right here and now. It is as I prepare the apparatus which will channel this infinite power that great good comes from me in having this power within me. That apparatus is my thinking alone. It is the bridge between that which is and that which is thought about.

The power has always been within me. The power has lain unrestrained in my being awaiting my use of it. This power is non judgmental and allows itself to be used for any purpose whatsoever. This power is unconditional love in that it sees all as a reflection of itself, pure and perfect. This power does not know of morality, judgmentalism or selfishness. Its purpose is to be and to continue being into eternity. It is without limit.
Since this power is without limit, why is it that I do not use it more constructively?

My constructive use of my inner power depends upon my thought about it. The fact is that I have been using this power all of my life to the degree that "I believed it was there." And to that degree it was manifest in my life and affairs. Even when I did not believe it was there I used the power because no matter what thought I think, it puts the law of Cause and Effect into motion. The law does not demand that I understand it to use it, it asks to be used. So I have used it throughout my life without knowing I have used it.

Accidents happen in my life because I do not always choose to be responsible and to be consciously aware of what I am thinking. I think thoughtless thoughts from time to time and because these thoughts are not purposely directed, the results "seem" to be an accident.

EVERYTHING THAT HAPPENS IN THIS UNIVERSE HAS A CAUSE!

It does not matter that in my world I want to believe that accidents happen, that there is chance in my world, it is not true. Everything that takes place has a cause that was put in motion BY ME to bring it into effect in my experience.

I say: What about world conditions? Yes even world conditions. I put the cause in motion for them to happen IN MY WORLD! Notice, here, I am saying my world. For what I am not conscious of does not happen in my world. Also what I am not conscious of does not happen in my life even though it may happen in the world and life of others. I am master of what goes into and out of my awareness.

I keep my thinking so pure that what is taking place in my world is the exact replica of what is going on within me.

If anything is taking place in my world that is not to my liking I CHANGE MY THINKING ABOUT IT and it changes!

I do not read reports of conditions in the world and then wonder why they are taking place in my awareness. I read the truth. I read that which is pure and beneficial to me and all in my world. I read that which is uplifting and supportive of my indwelling philosophical conviction.

It is true this positive beneficial information is not now readily available in the public media. By the time that I have found anything beneficial and supportive in the media I have read most of the newspaper, I have listened to the reports on the radio and have watched the commentators on TV and have allowed myself to be hypnotized into hearing EVERYTHING THAT IS BEING SAID WITHOUT MONITORING IT FOR MYSELF.

Having flooded my consciousness with these ideas of worldly limitation through the media and conversations with friends and family, I have allowed myself to believe that the information I have heard is true for everyone. I had forgotten for the moment that whatever thoughts I entertain in my thinking I experience in my living.
This is why my thought is so tremendously important. It does not matter how impressive the thought may be, if it is false it is always false even though I may want to believe it is true BECAUSE IT IS THERE!

The world of appearances has attempted to encourage me to believe that what I see is what is reality. This same world of appearances is completely changing every day and it is never stable. It changes in its thought, it changes in its outward appearances, it changes in its structure, it changes in its mores, in its morals, in its rules and regulations, it is changing the principles by which it conducts its sciences, all is a cycle of change.

Can I allow myself to call this real?
Naturally not!
I must find reality. The place where I can find this reality is when I look to the creative reality which is me within myself and finding this, I spend all of my time getting to know it!.

THE GREAT INITIATION

I think right.

I think my body is a temple of the living god and it is absolutely perfectly created and expresses that perfection now. Eternally healthy.

I think my brain is one in, as and of the universal mind. I know all things in this awareness. I am one with all things. And I am all things. I live in perfect harmony with all because I am perfect harmony. I live in right action with all beings in my creation because I am perfect right action. I live in success in all areas of my life because I am success. I have chosen to live in this body at this time on this planet Earth to express the magnificence and divinity which I am now and always. And I do so now!

Because I think there is peace on Earth, for me there is peace on Earth. It is a creation of my thinking. What another thinks I am absolutely unaware of it unless it is harmonious with what I think. As I do not choose to be always aware and know the inner thoughts of every being upon the face of the Earth at this moment, so I do not need to know about the expanding awareness within other beings elsewhere on the Earth, including their conflicts. Thus for me there is peace on Earth and it has both begun and ended in my thinking.

My thoughts are based on what is going in within my consciousness. It is not based on the appearances in the world about me. I take the time that is necessary to go to the divine center within me and there I find the answer to every question that I have. The answer is clear and perfect. The answer does
not make me seek elsewhere for the information to make the answer complete, it is complete in and of itself.

The initiation of a master is something that the one developing the master consciousness does for himself. It can not be done by anyone outside of himself. The reason for this is that a master consciousness had made the decision, acted upon the decision and carried it out entirely by himself. No adept or other master can help another along the master path. It is totally a self handled project or work. The initiate must desire it for himself so completely that nothing stands in his way to accomplish it. Neither family or friends, profession or talent, former dreams or present reality. All must be ignored as one takes the first steps in initiation. As this is done the master initiate is absolutely in harmony with his family and friends, with his profession and talent and with the former dreams and present reality—however it no longer owns him. Herein lies the great difference!

Step two in my initiation in being fully a master is my speaking.

THE GREAT INITIATION

I SPEAK RIGHT

Every word that flows from my mouth has first been thoroughly analyzed for its content and purpose. It is a word that has thoughtfully been apprised by me of what its direction is and what will come forth to me from uttering this word in my universe.

Once a word is uttered it cannot be drawn back. It is eternally in the vibrations of the universe. With new words and new directions, the old words are filed away, but never lost. Should my thinking for one moment return to the old thoughts that had generated them, the old words would jump out of the filing cabinet to join my new thoughtlessly stated words and the two would bring instant catastrophic for me.

The power of my thought is sufficient to bring about any manifestation in my universe. Add to this the power of my word on the physical level and the power is exponentially expanded with an infinite variable.

I can recognize that my words are of so great an importance that any word thoughtlessly spoken is like the torture done with one drop of water at a time dropped on top of the head, soon the victim goes out of his mind. So it is with one little word heedlessly spoken from time to time and I go out of my proper beneficial thinking and release all responsibility for being the magnificent being which I am.

Words spoken negatively undermine my conviction of what reality is. I begin to believe it is not that which it is. And so I can swim in the ocean of truth but drown in the quicksand of undermined convictions of untruth.
I am the master of my word and I speak my words carefully and powerfully. All of my words go forth to bring in return the desire for which they are spoken. Hence all of my thoughts are positive, uplifting, supportive, dynamic and there is no other power beside me.

I always knew that as my thought sets up vibrations in the universal allness, so I can scientifically detect that my voice sets up vibration waves which echo out and return back in a definite frequency. With this physiological awareness it is not difficult for me to recognize that my thoughts have great power—and I know that my words have great power.

Carefully and wisely I use the realization that my words have an infinite and variable power that accomplishes that for which they are spoken. I speak carefully, wisely, well.
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I SPEAK RIGHT

I love me!

I love all of my creation!

I speak my word that I love the game of life I am playing and I know the rules to absolute perfection and I always play the rules!

I speak my word and the power of the universe vibrates to reveal it!

I loudly proclaim the truth about myself to myself and to my universe!

The third step in I Think Right, I Speak Right and I Act Right is—I ACT RIGHT!

How do I go about acting right and having beautiful results in my life as a master initiate?

The most important thing that I can do for myself in my right acting is the choice I make of the activities I join in and the experiences I entertain in my life. I have seen enough of man's inhumanity to man and will no longer play in this game. During any war the men who are licensed to kill and destroy often forget their values as a divine being. This too is a game but one can often forget the rules of the game and play one's own vicious game of depravity. Sensitive normally constituted human beings, seeing this mentally, drop over the edge of sanity. These are sensitive souls who have pure spirits. By their choice they have allowed themselves to be caught in the tangled web of their country's welfare. And, being
so caught, they have not had the strength of character or the wisdom to place themselves in non offensive posts. These are the ones who fall apart on the battlefield like frail flowers crushed by an unnatural force in its perfect life. They will never more live a normal human life during this lifetime, also having forgotten their divinity in the process. The numbers here are legion.

I am the master of my choice and action. I choose to select carefully the type of theater that I allow into my consciousness.

What another chooses to do is his business. For me I choose to leave out of my world—war, disease, lack, negative condition of any kind. In leaving these out of my world I do not allow them to come into my experience through newspapers, radio, television, movies, theater or any other media. I am absolute master of my experiences, absolute master of what I allow to enter my consciousness by whatever channel. I am the master of the experiences of others when they are in my world. As such I choose to have perfection in my world. However what others choose to do is their business, for that reason I choose to allow others to play their games of accidents and illnesses, but such are not in my world.

These are brave statements to make. Presently I may be experiencing any of these things. Presently I may know one or more of these experiences. I still hold firm on principle.

WHAT IS PAST DOES NOT MATTER

Today I put a new cause in motion. Today I decide that that which is positive and good is my experience for myself. I may have flooded my consciousness with that which was not beneficial to me in the past—that is past—today I begin with a new life, a new me.

It matters not what others say to me. I set a new course for my life and I sail forth valiantly BEING the winner. I know that I am dreaming more new dreams that I have had before. I am making new demands upon me that I have never done before. I am the master of my consciousness and I determine that since these principles work I am going to work them and experience a new life.

If physical brutality on the battlefield can cause a sensitive soldier to go mentally unbalanced, I know what I must do for myself. I know that I am a highly sensitive spiritual being. I will not bring into my consciousness any experience that would cause a blemish upon my consciousness.

Though I had been in the war, in my consciousness there was no violence and no death. That it happened and where it happened did not matter. It did not happen in my presence. It did not happen in my awareness. That game was played by those who enjoyed it.

I am a master. I make my choice. I live by my choice and I act upon my choice. The decision is easy and I will have many opportunities to stand forth for
my philosophy. I will look within for my amusement and joy for I will have henceforth a dearth of outside influences and entertainment.

There are many in my world who say that this is an impossible task I have set before myself. I agree that it is a task that the weak will not enter upon. It is a way that the insincere will not follow because I cannot be human and divine at the same time. I cannot even be divinely human. There is no such thing as being a little pregnant, a little bad, a little white lie, a tiny cheating. In all, though it be small, it is in violation to the principle and results must come to the pure soul that will utterly b a debacle my following principle. It can be a fiasco—a complete failure—because I have not stood up for principle.
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I ACT RIGHT

I have perfect freedom of choice. I choose to live my life from the spiritual point of view. I choose to leave behind all human qualities. I choose to act in all from the point of a view of a master for my life alone.

I judge all men from my own purity. For from the purity I am within I see all other beings in my world and they too are absolutely pure and beautiful in all ways all the time.

I purchase books and magazines designed to lift the spirit and raise the consciousness. I choose to watch movies and television which is designed to inspire the mind, to illumine the spirit and soar the divine dignity within me.

I recognize that all that goes by the title of “good” is not what I consider good for me. History and its violence is not good for me merely because it is history. At no time do I condone man’s inhumanity to man on the basis that it happened. While I do not judge it—I do not view it. I keep my thoughts so pure on the perfect path that this is the creation of my daily experience.

I am the actor reading the script I have written for my life. At any moment I choose I can write a new script for my life and live my life from that new script.

At this moment I write a new script for my life. I act out this new script and revise it as I go along, with full awareness that this is both my privilege and my choice—for I am the author of the script, I am the author of the story of my life and I am the actor. The story of my life from this moment forward is to see myself fulfilled in every beautiful way.

When I walk the pathways of my life wherever I go love shines forth from me. It is not that others do not have love rather it is that this is what I am. I can only be what I am. Wherever I go I bring peace. It is the peace of inner contentment. It is the peace of inner light and love. It is the peace of absolute abandonment of expecting myself to live up to the expectations of others, but expecting myself to live up to MY OWN expectations. My own expectations for
myself are far more rigid, far more wonderful, far more fulfilling than the
dreaming of others for me. I discipline my thinking to abide in the awareness of its
magnificence and as I do this, so it is for me. I make no other requirement for
myself. I love myself so completely and so uninhibitedly that I create MY WORLD in
this same manner and it is flawless.
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